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The present paper is supplementary to one published in the
Society'sProceedings (Vol. xxxi., pp. 297-314), the object of which was
to derive the fundamental theorems in Hiemann's theory of. the
Abeliun integrals from the properties of PoincanVs theta-Fuchsian
series. It appeared to me that, if our knowledge of the properties of
those series were complete, we should be sible to .deduce these
theorems from them. At one point (pp. ,'J07, H08) 1 had to fall back
on the older methods to cover a want of rigour in the argument, and
my purpose now is to supply this defect.

The results to bo proved are numerical; there are three numbers
involved:—

p, where p + 1 is the least number of poles.arbitrarily assigned that
a Fuohsian function can have, if it is to have no more ;

q{, the number of. Abelian integrals of the first kind, or of thetai-
Fuchsiau functions of index 1 without poles;

y, the number of irreduciblo closed circuits on the closed surface
formed from the polygon by fastening together corresponding
sides.*

It is to be shown that p — qx = \<tj.

§§ 1-13 are taken up in proving that p > qt. For this it is necessary
to discuss the formation, by means of PoincanVs series, of theta-
Kuchsian and Fuehsian functions with assigned polos. Particular con-
sideration has to be given to the case when poles are assigned at the
vertices of the polygon, and account has to be taken of the special
conventions as to the orders of poles and zeroes at these points. The
proof would be incomplete if these points were excluded from its
scope.

The next result (§14) is that Qi^if—p', this was established iu
my former papei'.

In §§ 15-19 the well known bilinear relation connecting the moduli

* Iu my former paper thU number was douotoil liy c.

TOI,. xxxn .—NO. 7;J2. %J A
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of periodicity of two Abelian integrals of the first kind is used to
show that 2g, %><j. The relation is proved in §§ 15, 16, and in
§§ 17, 18 it is reduced to the ordinary canonical form which is con-
venient for the argument of § 19.

The results p = </, = %g are thus established.
§ 20 deals with Poincare's theorem that all theta-Fuchsianfunctions

of integral index > 1 can be expressed by means of his seines.
The paper is concerned .almost altogether with functions of the

first, second, and sixth families. The circular boundary of the
functions is generally taken to have centre 0, radius 1.

1. Let <£,,,(s, y) denote the function

a-i-
dy

where * denotes one of the substitutions of a Fuchsian group of the
lirst, second, or sixth family, and the summation extends to all sub-
stitutions of the group (compare Ada Math., Vol. J., p. 242).
Suppose that

ay 4 fl

and that for the different substitutions of the group s, o, /?, y, 8 aro
distinguished by suttixes. The index m is taken to be uu integer
greater than 1.

Then, giving y a Hxod value c, we havo for any substitution .«, of
the group

9«t 0>-,*, c) = i --)
SiZ—sc \dc I

_ v 1 /dycX"1

sxz—A',SC V dc I

(by rearrangement of the terms)

z—AC \ dsc I \ do )

z — sc \ dc I
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Thus *„. (slZ, c)

z—so ( y

5

whei*e tho coefficients (} are theta-Fuehsian functions of c of index ?»,
and without poles. Let q,lt be the number of linearly independent
theta-Fuchsian functions of index m, without poles, whether ex-
pressible as theta-Fuchsian series or not. Let 6','J denote one of
these functions, r being one of the numbers 1,2, ..., qm. Then, if any
7,,, + l values c,, <•.,, ..., <;lm+\ arc taken within the fundamental
polygon, it is possible to choose coefficients Au Ait ..., Aqi>^ so that

'"S ,1ie:;;)(c,) = O (r = l , 2 , ...,qm).

Now Co, Gv ..., C-lm.., are linear combinations of 6(,l! (c), 0% (c), ....

Thus 2 yl^()1 (*,;, c.) = ( ' 7 *) 2 J , ^ , (», c,).

This holds when *, is any substitution of the group, and therefore

is a theta-Fuchsian function of z of negative index 1 — ni having
r/,,, + 1 arbitrary poles *:„ c3, ..., «,,,„•!, and no others.*

2. By means of the derivatives of the function <pm (s, c) theta-
Fuchsian functions of." negative index with given multiple poles may

9*
be constructed, since ••• - <f>m {z, a) has a pole at c of order a + 1, and

Or."since

— ..'.'.' 4 . «•' . !1 j . 4. •'•»'" -2 "' ^-'"'--.i
I u J a T • • • T « ^ .

If, for instance, there is to be a double polo at r, and a mniplo one

* Comi»iirc Jclit Mulli., Vol. l.. pp. '_'!;"), 21(».

2 A 2
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at each of the other points i\, cs, ..., c?m, we must choose coefficients
or residues Alt 2?,, Aiy ..., Aq so that

^ S = 0 (r = 1, 2, ..., qm),

and then the function

3 '-
A i f 0m (-, C,) + 2 4^,,, (2, C,)

will be a theta-Fuchsian function of « of index 1—m having its poles
us desired.

For £ multiple pole of order a at c, we must use the values when
y = c of <pm (z, y) and its first o—1 derivatives with respect to y, or,
in other words, the first a coefficients in the expansion of ipm (z, y) in
uscending powers of y — c.

In this way a theta-Fuchsian function of index 1—m can be con-
structed with poles arbitrarily assigned, if the Rum of the orders of
multiplicity of these poles is gOT+l. The qia -*• 1 residues must satisfy
qm homogeneous linear equations, so that in general their ratios will
bo determinate and the function will be defined save as to a constant
factor. If the q,n equations are not all independent, there will bo two
or more functions of index 1—wi with the assigned poles.

In particular cases one or more of the residues may come out with
the value zero, so that some of the assigned poles may disappear or
be of lower orders than were assigned.

Hence, if poles within the polygon are arbitrarily assigned, the suvi
of whose orders of multiplicity is qm -+-1, at least one theta- Fuchsian
function of negative index 1—m can be constructed, having no poles other
than those assigned, and having none of the assigned poles to a higher
order than the assigned order.

] shall call this Poincarus negative construction.

4. Again, if z is supposed fixed within the polygon, <£m (z, y) is a
theta-Fuchsian function of y of positive index m, and it has a simple
pole at z and no other within tho polygon. The derivatives of
<j)m (z, y) with respect to s or tho functions

(z—sy)a \dy !

where a is a positive integer, are thefa-Fuchsian functions of y of
index in, having multiple poles at z.
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Uy means of these, theta-Fuchsian functions of positive index m ( > 1 )
can be constructed with arbitrary poles within the polygon of avy orders
and with arbitrary residues. When the poles and their orders nre
fixed, the numher of arbitrary constant coelFicients in such a function
is g,,,+ the sum of the orders of the poles, for qm is the number of
such functions without poles.

This may be called Poincare's "positive construction. In it we use
the coefficients in a Taylor expansion of <£,„ (s, y) considered as n
function of z.

5. Both constructions need special investigation when one of t.lie
assigned poles is at a vertex of the polygon. Let c be this vertex,
2JT/A the sum of the angles of the cycle to which it belongs, c the
inverse of c with respect to the fundamental circle.

Then we must discuss the behaviour of <f>m (z, y) when y or z
approache.se. Now <f>m (z, y) is a theta-Fuchsian function of y of index
m, and thus

is a uniform function of (•-••';) (Ada Math., Vol. ]., p. 218).
\y-cl

T , 1/-C Z—C y
Let •' , = v, , = £;

y-c z—c,

then it follows that

where \\> denotes a uniform function.

Since (f>m (r, >/) contains a term , \j/ must be infinite when
z—y

rjx = £x, and must, in fact, behave like

\ n.-C)1"'"1 *̂"1"1

c - c ""••• ?-rf

in the neighbourhood of this value of rj\ Thus </>,„ (c, y) behaves like

where a is any integer. Now </>,„ (z, y) does not become infinite when
z or y alone approaches c, and hence, if a is such that neither a\—m
nor X— a\ + m—I is negative, wo have hero an expression from which
0w (s, y) will differ by a finite ({uatitity when z or y approaches c, or
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when both approach c. The necessary value of o is ] — [ + 1 ,
where [x] denotes the integer next below x.

Now for the negative construction we take the successive co-
efficients in a Taylor expansion of <f>m (z, y) as a function of y. Here
there is an expansion of the form

<f>m(z, y) = ( 1 - , ) * V - [ 3

and the functions thus available are

Jt is seen at once that these are equivalent to the series of derivatives
of <f>m (2, y) with respect to y when y = c, but that in the series of
derivatives X— 1 out of every cotisecuti vc X arc useless for our purpose,
being either identically zero or else linear combinations of lower
derivatives.

For a small value of £ the function Zn behaves like

M-aX + »i-1- in + 1)* / j * \ 2 - 2 N I

C — C

and so appears to have a pole of order

A—M

Hut, according to convention, this order must be divided by X, as the
pole is to bo shared among all the polygons which meet in c. Thus
the order is

tn—1
« + n -~

in any one polygon; allowance is made in this number for all the
vertices of the cycle to which c belongs.

Now the only orders that a pole at these vertices can have for u
theta-Fuchsian function of index \ — m (Ada Math., Vol. 1., p. 218)
are the numbers

^ 1 (n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) ,

where - _ .
v. A. )

Hence, by means of the functions #0, #,, Zv ..., the negative con-
struction is still possible when one of the assigned poles is at c. Tim
order assigned to this pole must be " admissible," that is, it must be
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one of the numbers a + n . The functions used in construct-
A

ing a function with a pole of admissible order h at c will be

and others that are finite at c. Thus the number of residues at €
is [h]+l. It will be convenient to call this the " r a n k " of the
pole. The rank is the same as the order when the order is integral;
otherwise the rank is the integer next above the order.

0. For the positive construction in this case we must take the
coefficients in the expansion of </>,„ (s, y) in ascending powers of £.
Snppo.se

Then it is seen from the above work that the first of the series
Yo, Y,, Y,, ... which becomes infinite when rj = O i s

*\- a\*tn-U

and that this behaves like ; — >j'\
c —c

The first that is infinite to a higher order than this is
Y,

and this contains a term ~ — IJ"2X, and so on.
c —c

The infinite terms that occur are multiples of rj'y, IJ'JX, 77"**, ...,
and a term in 7}~"x occurs first in Ynx-a\ + m-\-

Hence the functions available for the positive construction are
the coefficients of

/•A-aX-MII-l /•.'X-«**l>l-l
fe > S » •••

in the expansion of <£,„ (z, y) in ascending powers of £. Tliese have
poles ut c of the orders

v a + l | -r a + 'S, •••>

the order being in each case the index of i?'x in the most important
term; these are the only admissible orders for a pole. The ranks
are 1, 2, 3, ..., respectively. It will be substantially the same
thing to use the series

2 i__
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7. When a proposed pole is at a vertex c which lies on the circular
boundary there are special difficulties, since this point is an essential
singularity of the functions.

The polygon may be altered, without affecting the group, so that c
shall form a cycle by itself. Suppose this done ; then the substitution
by which one of the sides that meet in c is changed into the other
must be parabolic; for, if it were hyperbolic, the vertex c could be
abolished, and the polygon would have as a side part of the funda-
mental circle; so that the functions would no longer have the
circular boundary.* Let t be this parabolic substitution, its actual

* On this point nee Klein's paper (Math. Ann., Vol. xi,., pp. 130-139). The
conclusion is that an autoinorphic group may quite well be generated by a polygon
with a hyperbolic cycle, but that us a fundamental region thin polygon it) incom-
plete. PartB of tho area within which the corresponding function!* exist are not
represented on the polygon, that is, cannot be brought into tho polygon by any of
the operations of the group.

Take, for instance, a Fuchsian group of real substitutions generated by a polygon,
two of whose corresponding sides OF, OG touch at tho origin 0, F, G being
collinear with 0, as shown. The substitution that turns OG into OF is of the form

H K

xf = kz, where k is real and > 1. Through F, G describe two circular arcs cuttiug
the real axis orthogonally in two points //, K to the left of 0, such that OH = k. OK.
Then tho group is unaltered if wo add to the polygon tho half-meniscus OFJT and
take away OGK.

Now it is clear that any point between OF and the imaginary axis is represented
in the old fundamental polygon by a point in the curvilinear triangle OFG, and
that therefore no point on the left of the imaginary axis is represented in the old
polygon at all. Poiucarc originally concluded from this that the imaginary axis
was a natural boundary to the functions generated ; but this is not the case, for in
the new polygon any point in the second quadrant is represented by a point in the
region bounded by HK, the arcs J1F, KG, and the imaginary axis. Hence the
functions exist in the whole space above the real axis, and, moreover, can be con-
tinued across JIK, so that they exist in all the plane. In the original polygon the
part representing tho second quadrant had shrunk up into the point 0.
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equation being

tz—c z—c c

where p is real and positive.

Suppose the z-plane transformed by the substitution

/ JL

3G1

/ JL
Zfl C—Z

so that the inside of the fundamental circle becomes the half of the
£-plane on the right of the imaginary axis. Let rj, a, r correspond
to y, ft, t, so that

1 c + y , 1 c + sz o _ 1 c + tz y n
2/i c—y 2p c—sz 2ft c—tz

drj '

Now the substitution r gives a division of the ^-half-plane into
strips of breadth 2n parallel to the i-eal axis, and each of these ships
is further divided by the other operations of the group. One polygon
in each strip reaches to infinity, and the sum of the areas of the rest
must, therefore, be finite; so that the series

drj

must be convergent if m <f 2 and 2' denotes a summation over those
operations which turn the fundamental polygon into another belong-
ing to the same strip. This follows by Poincare's method, since the

areal magnification is -~_
dt)

Also 2 -„- is a convergent series. Thus the double series
ii.1 W °

% X day

is absolutely convergent, and its sum is the product of the sums of
the former two.

Now let/(q) denote a function of 17, uniform, finite, and continuous
over the right half-plane and its boundary, and such that

Lt
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is finite or zero. Then, since all the points <rr\ lie in the right half-
plane, there is a superior limit to the quantities

w2 | / (or} + 2mir)|, n8 \f (<n/-2n=2 «r) I ;

and therefore the series

that is,

is absolutely convei'gent. The convergency is cleai'ly uniform in the
domain of an ordinary value of rj.

This series represents then a continuous uniform "fnnction of ?/,
and, in fact, of exp r\, since its value is unaffected by the addition of

2«7r to 17. As rj increases ~~ diminishes without limit, except for
at)

the identical substitution, and those of the form r". Thus when IJ is

infinite the series reduces to Lt 2 /(i? + 2m7r), which is zero if the
real part of rj is made infinite. Hence when exp *i is infinite the
function

dr,/

vanishes, and is, in fact, of the same order as exp ( — rj), or some
integral power of this.

Going back to the variable y, we find that

repi*esents a theta-Fuchsiati function of //, even if the function F (y)
has a pole at c, so long as the order of the pole is not higher than
2m—2. But this theta-Fuchsian function is zero at c to the same
order as

where n is some positive integer; n is, in fact, the order of the zero
according to the convention (Acta Math., Vol. r., pp. 216, 217). Thus
t.he positive construction in its ordinary form does not succeed. But
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it is now readily seen that

represents a function suitable for the purpose. For this series may
be arranged in the form

nir) } "2" exp n<rr, ( p
\ Gil)

and we may suppose the fundamental polygon in the 77-plane to be
one which reaches to infinity. Then there is a finite superior limit to
I exp nar) | (except when <r is the identical substitution) if rj lies in
the fundamental polygon, and hence as rj increases indefinitely all
the terms tend to zero in the aggregate except those of the series

(1 +2p/)2m exp nrj "£ {1 + 2/* (17 + 2nv) }
r« -00

The sum of these terms is

exp

which is infinite with 17 to the same order as

ijam exp (»—1) 77,

( , ) P £
Hence the function

Sexpff c-tf̂r \2/x c -*y dy

is available for the positive construction. I t has a pole at c whose
order is n—1, for, according to convention, the order of a pole at c
Tor a theta-Fuchsian function 0m (y) of index m is the exponent of
oxp rj in the most important part of $m (y)(y—e)lm-

If a pole of order n—1 at c is among those assigned to a theta-
Fuchsian function of index m which is to be constructed, the functions
available, besides those that are finite at c, are n in number, namely,

c — sy

Hence the rank of such a pole is n. This agrees with the general
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rule that a pole of order h is of rank {h} +1 if we remember that here
properly the order is infinitesimally greater than n— 1, the integer A.
of §§ 5, 6 being infinite.

8. The negative construction is somewhat simpler. The expression
#«• (*» y)(.y~c)'m *s a uniform function of exp JJ, and has a simple
pole when y = z, that is, when exp -q = exp £. Thus in the neighbour-
hood of this pole it behaves like

A
exp r}— exp £'

where A = Lt -^™'—(exp 17 —expf)

Let 0,,, (.:, y)(y—c)2'" be expanded in descending powers of exp r;.
The successive coefficients will be functions available for the negative
construction. The coefficient of exp (—ni)) will'contain a term

- — (s-c)2"-8expn£;

so that this coefficient has at c a pole of order n, or, rather, infinitosi-
mally below n.

It is now easily seen that the rank of a pole at c is equal to the
order in the case of a theta-Fuchsian function of negative index. For
the functions infinite at c that may. be used in the negative con-
struction when a pole of order n at c is among those assigned are the
coefficients of exp ( — 77), exp (—2IJ), ..., exp ( — wr/), and are therefore
n in number.

9. The results reached may now be stated as follows:—13y the
negative construction it is possible to form a theta-Fuchsian function of
given negative integral index —m, all of whose poles shall be included
amonq certain points arbitrarily assigned with ranks respectively not
exceeding certain positive integers arbitrarily assigned, whose stun is vol.
less than qm+l + l. If this sum is qm+i + r, then r such functions cau
be formed. By the positive construction it is possible to form a theta-
Fuchsian function of given positive integral index > 1 ivitli any given
poles, of any admissible orders, with any assigned residues.

The l'ank of a polo of order h is {h} +1 , and it must be borne in
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mind that the order of a pole at a vertex lying on the circular
boundaiy is infinitesimally above or below an integer according as the
index of the function is positive or negative, since the integer A is
infinite for such a vertex. This convention will enable us to use the
same numerical formulae for elliptic and for parabolic vertices,
although the proofs of these formulae may not be the same.

10. With regard to theta-Fuchsian functions of index 1, it is to
be noted that none of them can have one simple pole only. This will
now be proved.

Let 6X (z) be a theta-Fuchsian function of index 1, c one of its poles;
then the corresponding residue is

Lim (z — c) 6x(z).

Any point sc, into which c is transformed by an operation of the
group, is also a pole, and the residue corresponding to sc is

Lim (z—sc) &x(z),

or Lim (sz—sc) 6X (JBZ).

This is tho same as the residue at c, since

Also J $x(z)dz taken along two corresponding sides of the generating
polygon gives equal results and, therefore, when it is taken round
the Avhole perimeter of the polygon, the result is zero; therefore, the
sum of the residues of Ox(ss) at all its poles within the polygon is zero.

11. In the interpretation of this result, the residue at a multiple

pole c is, as usual, to be taken as the coefficient of in the ex-

pansion in ascending powers of z—c; there are also special con-
ventions relating to the vertices of the polygon when the sum of the
angles in a cycle is not 2ir. Take an elliptic cycle in which the sum
of the angles is 2JT/A, and suppose the polygon transformed, if
necessary, so that the cycle shall consist of a single vertex c. The
expansion of 6X (z)(z—c)(z—c'), where c' is the inverse of c with

respect to the bounding circle, in powers of Z-^lt contains only

such powers as the /tX-th, Avhere h is any whole number.
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Let/ , g be two corresponding points near to
c on the two sides that meet at c. Suppose
/ , to be joined by an arc; then it will be
necessary to take as the residue of a pole at c
the value of

1

taken along this arc, which must be so near c that the triangle fgc-
does not include any other pole. Since the angle fcg of the polygon
is 27r/X, this residue is G 4- A (c c ), where G is the absolute term
in the expansion of dl(z)(z—c)(z—c) in ascending powers of
(z-c)l(z-c').

For, if 7* =£ 0,

] \z-"c'l {z - c7)* ~ hk (c-c') * z-c) '

which has the same value at / , g; when hj= 0, we have

«\- 1 (h 1 , 5-C
1Og

which is gi*eater a t / than at g by -, ——.
C-~C A

If the vertex c is on the bounding circle and the substitution
parabolic, let the substitution that turns cf into eg bo

1

z—o

1

z — c

2ifirr

where /* is a real positive quantity. Then 01{z)(z—c)1 in the
neighbourhood of c may be expanded in ascending integral powers

1 z + cpi exp --- " . Let the absolute term of this expansion be C Then

- - • - [ ' •
2l7T J ,

z~¥ c1 z~¥ c
since any integral power of exp •• - — has the same value at /

%n z—c
and g. Thus —fiG/c must be taken as the residue in this case.

With these special conventions the sum of the residues is zero, and
therefore, if there is only a simple pole, its residue must vanish, or a
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theta-Fuohsian function of index 1 with only a simple pole cannot,
exist.* A polo of rank 1 is to bo counted as simple.

12. It follows from tho positive construction that the number of
arbitrary coefficients in a theta-Fuchsian function of given index
m (> 1) having given poles of assigned ranks is

qm + the sum of the ranks.

We may hence find an expression for qm — qm.\ when w>2 . Take a
particular theta-Fuchsian function of index 1, r)u and let 6m denote
the most general theta-Fuchsian function of index m without polos,
£,„_, the quotient 6m/nu so that £„,_, is a theta-Fuchsian function of
index m—1. The number of arbitrary coefficients in ^(ll_i is tho
same as in $m, that is, qm. Now the zeroes and poles of »/, are poles ami
zeroes of #,„_, in general, but tho vertices of the polygon again need
special consideration. Suppose the vertex c to be a zei'o of order

h— - or 77,, h being a positive integer. Then, since 6,,, has a zero
A

at c of order at least

„,_! has a polo of order

at niofit; the rank of this pole is

m—1") C m ")

Ill — 1 (ffl I ,

* We lutve hero u reason for not expecting tlieta-FucliHiun series of index 1 in
tlio firnt, Hccond, or tjixth family t<i c.ouverge ubnolutely. For. if tliey did, the func-
tion <pt ((•, s) of J 1 would exist, mid would be a thota-Fuohsian function of z of
index 1 with u siniplo pole at c und no other, in contruveutiou of the theorem here
proved. The tminu argument npplien UIHO to thetu-lOeinian scricH when any of the
regions within which tho corresponding functions exist iH only of Hnito extent.
Another proof is given by Hitter (Math..Ann., Vol. XLI., p . f>8). Lindoniann. on
the other hand, ha» tried to prove tho contrary (Muuclimcr Sitzinii/sbrnc/itr,
Vol. xxix., pp. 423-45-1).

I t in powKible that such ucrios may converge conditionally ; for the two herit-.s

<Pi (e> *>;) '--'r «""l 9i ('"» -)

conwht of the samo tcrmH, but in different ordern, and, if tho convorgenoy is con.
ditional, wo cannot conclude that their KIIDIK are equal.
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which exceeds the order of the zero of % by

j 1

This formula applies to an ordinary point by taking X = 1, and to a
parabolic vertex by taking X infinite, the result in either case being
zero.

If, on the other hand, c is a pole of order h-\ , rank 7* -f 1, for i)lt

then for &„,., it is a zero of order

Now, for any theta-Fuchsian function of index ?u — 1, it is, if not a
polo, a zero of order at least

, m—1
X

The order of the zero being here greater than this by
_ i

the coefficients in $„,_, are restricted by this number of conditions,
which falls short of the order of the polo by

This is the same expression as befoi'e, and again it applies also to an
ordinary point and to a parabolic vertex.

Tlic number of zeroes of yjx exceeds the number of its poles by

where 2n is the number of sides. The zeroes, generally speaking, are
poles of $m-i, and increase tho number of its arbitrary coeHicients; tlui
poles, on the other hand, are generally zeroos of $,„_,, and decrease
this number. It follows from the discussion just given that tKe net.
effect is to raise the number of arbitrary coeHicients from qm.u which
it would be if $,„_! had no poles and no assigned zeroes, to

or
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The summations are taken over the diffei*ent cycles of vertices.
This number would have to be increased if any of the restrictions
arising from the zeroes that must be assigned to $,„_, were necessarily
Hatisfied ; but this cannot be, since it would imply that the function
"̂ ».-iVi o r ft™ could not possibly have the corresponding poles with
arbitrary residues, which we know from the positive construction to
be untrue.

It follows then that when m > -

This ceases to hold when m — 2, since the positive construction is
not available for the index 1. The vosnlt is, in fact, untrue. The
number of arbitrary coefficients in a theta-Fuchsian function of
index 1 with poles and ranks assigned is at most

<7J— 1-j-the gum of the ranks,

since there cannot be just one pole of rank 1. Thus, by the above
method, we find that

or, say, qi—ql = n—2-i |

where v is zero or a positive integer, for ] - > = 0 always.

It follows by summation that

- l ) - s | -̂J -v.

13. We can now discuss the formation of Fuchsian functions with
assigned poles. Let 3.2 be a theta-Fuchsian scries of indox 2, having

a polo of order - - —]•' '-£ for each cycle, and one other pole arbi-
A V. A J

trarily chosen. Thus it cannot be identically zero. It will have

2 (n—1) - 2 j — | +1 zeroes.

By the negative construction two theta-Fuchsian functions 9.2,9' . .
VOL. xxxir.—NO. 733. 2 i:
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can be formed of index —2 with 58+2, that is,

gx + 2n—1 — 2 ] - - [ —»' arbitrary poles.

The zeroes of 6.2 or G'_2 or AQ^ + BO'^ will be

2 f 3 )in number, each cycle contributing — j ~~~ f '» since AQ.2+BQ'.2

lias an arbitrary zero as well ns these at the vertices, it follows that
5,—v is not negative, so that the poles of 0.2, 9'.« are at least sis
numerous as the zeroes of $.,.

Suppose then that the zeroes of £s are all included among the poles
assigned to G..j. Ola, and tako O'_> to be the reciprocal of <92, which is
allowable. Then the product O_2^3 will not be constant, but will be
a Fuohsian function having qx—v + \ arbitrary poles, namely, the
arbitrary pole of &2 and the </,—v poles that are still to be assigned
for O..j, and no others.

In this result, which depends on a combination of. the positive and
negative constructions, the poles assigned may be at the vertices as
well as anywhere else, the proof needing very little modification for
this case. The rank of a pole of a Fuchsian function is the same as
its order, the conventions as to the order being derived from those for
a theta-Fnchsian function by taking the index of the function to be
zero.

Now, as at Proc. Loud. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxi.,p. 307, let p + 1 be
the least number of arbitrary poles that can be assigned to a Fnchsian
function which is to have no others, and let <j be the number of
irreducible circuits, so that

where 2» is the number of sides of the generating polygon, h the
number of cycles of vertices. Then, from what we have just proved,

since a Fuchsian function with qx — v+\ arbitrary poles and no
others can be formed.*

• I t mny not bo fiupprfliious to point out that, if by some other process it should
be pofwihlo to construct,Fiic.hf.iun finictioim with n lower number nf jirbitniry polo*.
80 that jo < (j\-v, Iho vortices of tho polygon would still buhavo liko ordinary
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14. Other inequalities to be satisfied by the numbers p, g,, y may

be found. Let n be an Abelian integral of the first kind; then -
dz

is athcta-Fuehsian function of index 1, and is finite everywhere in the
polygon and on its boundary. Conversely, if 0,(z) is any such theta-
Fuchsian function, j'0,(z) dz will be a uniform function of z, finite
everywhere Within the polygon and on its boundary, and the values
of this function at corresponding points in different polygons will only
differ by multiples of certain moduli of periodicity, the multiples
depending only on the particular polygons in question. Thus qu the
number of theta-Fiiehsian functions of index 1 without poles, is the
number of Abelian integrals of the first kind, and the argument used
(Proc. Loud. Miilh. Sue, Vol. xxxi., p. 307) shows that this number
does not fall below y—p. We have then

and, from § 13, 'h~v *fc JP>

so that 27, <£ y + v,

We must now investigate a superior limit for qv

15. The moduli of any two Abelian integrals u, v of the first kind

arc connected by a well known bilinear relation found by evaluating

jndv, taken round the perimeter of the generating polygon, as

follows. Let ah, cd be two corresponding sides, so that the ex-

pression to be evaluated contains the two terms udv, udv.
Jn id

Denote the values of n, v at a, b, c, d by ?«„, va, ub, . . . . Then

ua—ue = ttb—n,i being a modulus for tt,

v,, — vc = v,,—i:,i being the corresponding modulus for v,
rr n>

ndv = (it,,l — nl.)dv = (nn — nr)(v,l—vn) = («„ — nr)(v,,—vr).
) Jrf J« '

pointo* in respect to this process, regard bciiif? liiul to t.lio convcnt.ionR. For any
vertex may bo one of the i/| — v+ 1 arbitrary polcn of the pruucsH in the text, and. if
the other poles aro ordinary points to which the new process applies, t.lio function
with <7| —1/+ 1 poles can bo reduced by subtraction of functions formed by tho now
process, so as to have only p+\ polos, one beinjf tho vertex in fpiestion and the
rest arbitrary. Tho s.uuo ar<jum(.nt will apply if tho polo at tho vertex is to be of
a higher order, the dill'ercnt orders buiiif,' treated 8uccosnivcly.

2 ii 2
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The whole integral, being the sum of a set of expressions typified by
this, is therefore a homogeneous linear function of the moduli of u.
Also the term just written

= 0*6—«*) v,t — (««—«r) vc

= «6 (w,/—Ufc)— n , (ve—vlt) + nbvb—n,lvl,—u<,v(r\-uevt.

Now the four last terms in tin's disappear on summation, and the
expression sought is, therefore, linear and homogeneous in the moduli
of t ; in fact the effect of interchanging u, v is simply to change its
sign.

Since the modnlus of periodicity for an integral of the first or
second kind is zero in the case of an elliptic or parabolic substitu-
tion,* the contribution of two sides connected by such a substitution
to the integral just considered has been taken as zero. This needs no
justification if the substitution is elliptic; but, if it is parabolic,
there is a difficulty, as the vertex in which the sides meet is an
essential singularity of the functions.

This difficulty may, however, be easily avoided. Take the notation
used for such a case in §§ 7, 8,11. We may replace the integral along
fc, eg (Fig- § 11) by that along///. -Now u, v are both unchanged by
the substitution t, and they are, therefore, both uniform functions of
exp ( — £), or, say, 'A. The path in the j?-plane corresponding to fg
is a closed curve round the origin, and u, v arc uniform, finite, and
continuous in the domain of the ^-origin, KO that fnilv, taken round
this closed curve in the #-plane, that is, along/</, will vanish ; which
was to be proved. A cycle of vertices lying on the circular boundary
may be reduced to a single parabolic vertex, and will, therefore, now
cause no difficulty.

Thus the value of j ndv round the perimeter of tho polygon is a
skew-symmetrical bilinear expression in the moduli of periodicity of
it, v. This is true when the Abclian integrals «, v are of the first or
second kind; but, when both are of the first kind, we have tho result
that this bilinear expression must vanish, since the uniform function

u •'•'• has no pole within the contour of integration.
(Jz

• J'roe. Loud. Math. Sue, Vol. xxxi., pp. 305, 307.
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16. It should further be shown that the bilinear relation UIUR
found between the moduli of u, v is not illusory. Now, if there are
irreducible circuits on the closed surface into which the polygon is
deformed by joining together corresponding sides, there will be at
least two pairs of corresponding sides which separate each other;
that is, if ab, cd are one pair, and ef, gh the other, the order in which
these four sides are met with in going round the perimeter will be,
say, ab, ef, dc, hg* Now cut the polygon in two by a line from b to
d, and subtract the part b...ef...d, adding the corresponding
part of the j)olygon adjoining along hg. Thus, a, h, d, c are four oDn-
secutive vertices of the new figure; ab. still corresponds to cd ; suppose
Id to be the side corresponding to bd, the polygon being thus
abdc...h...lk...g... . Cut tin's in two by a line from d'to I and taka off
the piece dc...h...l, adding on the corresponding part of the polygon
adjoining along ab ; let vi be the vertex of this polygon which cor-
responds to I; then, in the new polygon, vi, h, d, I, k are five con-
secutive vertices, and mb, Id correspond, as also do bd, Jcl.

Let S, T be the operations that turn mb into Id, bd into Id,
respectively, and let us examine the Avay in which 8, T enter into the
relations connecting the fundamental substitutions. The five points
vi, I, d, b, k belong to the same cycle of vertices, and the sequence
T S~lT~*H will occur in the relation arising from this cyclo (see Ada
Math., Vol. I., pp. 45-7) ; also the operations 8, T will not occur in any
other of the relations. Thus the restrictions upon moduli of periodicity
in general (Proc. Land. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxr., p. 305, note) are obeyed
if we take arbitrarily the moduli corresponding to S, T and make all
the other moduli zero. This will secure the isomorphism referred to
in the passage cited last.

Now, if this were the caso with the functions u, v,f the value of
j udv round the rest of the perimeter would be zero, and from mb and
dl Ave should have the contribution

* I t in caHily Keen that if no two piiirx of conjugate Hides separate cadi other,
there must be nidcH adjacent to their conjng'atuH. Those pairH being f.-iHtoned
together, the resulting ma-face must again have Hidea adjacent to their conjugates.
Fastening these together, and continuing the proceHH, we arrive in the cud at u
simply connected cloRcd Riirfacc.

t They would not of courne bo integral** of the first kind: but for the prcHcnt
purpose that does not matter, the object being to show that :i relation which must
be Hatinfied when they aro of the iirHt kind is not generally satisfied when they are
not of tho first kind.
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from bd and Ik, («/—«,/) (tv,—'•'./)•
The sum of these does not vanish identically, and hence the condi-
tion cannot be illusory.

17. If there are other pairs of corresponding sides that separate
each other, thiR reduction may be carried further so as to bring the
polygon to a canonical form. Suppose a'h', c'd' to be a pair of corre-
sponding sides, and e'f, g'li another, the order of the vertices being

a'b'...e'f...mhdlk...d'r ...h'g' ... .

Cut off the part k ... d'c and add on the corresponding part of the
polygon adjoining along a'b'; let lc be the vertex of this polygon
corresponding to k; then the order of letters in the new perimeter is

«t'A;'...h'...e'f...inbdlkc ...li g'...,

and a'lc, ck are corresponding sides.

Now let the process of § Hi be used, the sides a'k', e'f, kc,', h'g'
taking the place of ab, rf, dc, hg. The result will bo to bring to-
gether two sets of four sides, in each of which the first and third
correspond, as also the second and fourth.

If two more pairs of sides separate each other, the same process may
be applied again, and so on, until all such pairs are exhausted. Then
the perimeter will consist of a series of sets of four sides, in each of
which the first corresponds to the third, the second to the fourth,
followed, possibly, by a scries in which no two pairs of corresponding
sides separate each other. If this latter series exists, it must include
some pair of corresponding sides adjacent to each other, their common
end forming a cycle by itself. Let abed... denote the part of the
perimeter now being considered, ef, gf the first pair of adjacent
corresponding sides. Cut off the part a...rf and add on a corre-
sponding piece of the polygon adjoining- along fy ; then the number of
sides is not increased, but the first two have been made to correspond.
In the same way the next two may be made to correspond, and so on
till every side in this part of the perimeter is adjacent to the cor-
responding side. The order of the vertices will now be, with changed
notation,

a,ftjC^Oj^ry/j..., nj^c.d.pj^',/,..., ej9,

corresponding sides being

a,-&,, Cidi; /),c,, d,ait] (i = 1, 2, ..., K—1) ;

aKb,,c.d,\ b.c.,dKcx', e,/,-,/feJ +, (* = 1, 2, ...,/>—1) ; ejptfpav

(Compare Klein, Math. Annalen, Vol. xxr., p. 181.)
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18. Let Si, 2',, TJi denote the substitution by which o ^ , b{0i, e(ft

are transformed into the sides corresponding to them respectively.
Then the restrictions on moduli of periodicity for Abelian integrals
of the first two kinds ai*e simply that those corresponding to

uu u» ..., up
shall vanish ; the others are arbitraiy.

Let A{, Bt be the moduli corresponding to S{ for the functions it, v
respectively, and A\, li\ those corresponding to '/',-. Then the bilinear
relation to be satisfied if u, v are everywhere finite is

'l(A,B'l-A'iBi) = 0',

this is the well known form.

19. Tims, if any number j of Abelian integrals of the first kind are
known, the moduli of periodicity for each of these, as also for "any
others, must satisfy j linear equations, which are all independent;
if they were not, the systems of moduli for the j known functions
would not be linearly independent, and, therefore, the j functions
themselves would not be. This is made very clear by the form in
which the bilinear relation was written at the end of § 18.

Thus the qA sets of moduli belonging to the g, Abelian integrals
of the first kind are common solutions of qx linear equations. Since
the number of moduli in each set is g, it follows that

9—<1\ < 7i

or 2g, > (j.

But now 2g, <£ g -f v,

where v is zero or positive. It follows that v = 0, and

also p > qi—y and <fc g—qv so that p = qx;

these are the desired results.

We have further, when m > 1,

q. = ̂ (n-7c-l) + (m-l)(«-l)-2 ^ J .

(Compare Ada Math., "Vol. i., p. 2G6.)
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20. Lastly, it must be possible to express all theta-Fuchsian
functions of index > 1 and without poles as theta-Fuchsian series
(Ada Math., Vol. i., pp. 244-246, 285). For, if of the qm such func-
tions of index m not more than qm—1 can be expressed as series, the
coefficients Co, Cv ... of § 1 must be linear combinations of these
qm—1, and thus by the negative construction a theta-Fuchsian
function of index 1—m can be formed with q,lt assigned poles only.
More generally r + 1 can be formed with qm + r given poles and no
others, and two of these, say 6x.m and 6[.m, will have r—1 assigned
zeroes.

Let theser—1 zeroes be the poles of any particular function #„,_, of
index m—1, and assign the zeroes of #,„_! among the qm+r poles of
0i-m» 0'i-m- The sum of the orders of the poles thus assigned is

£nd the Hum of their ranks is easily found to be

Thus g r M + l _ ( m _ l ) ( M _ l ) + 2 j ^ j Or ft

of the poles of 0i_m, 0[.m are still at our disposal. Now we may tako
the reciprocal of 0,M_, to be 0,'_MI, and thus the product fl,,,.^.,,, is not
a constant, but is a Fuchsian function having qx arbitrary poles and
no moi-e. This is impossible, since ql<p + l.

Thus every theta-Fuchsian function without poles, of index > 1, can
be expressed as a theta-Fuchsian series. If a theta-Fuchsian function
of index > 1 has poles, a theta-Fuchsian series can be formed by the
positive construction with the same poles and residues and the same
index; the difference between this series and the function will be a
theta-Fuchsian function without poles. Hence every theta-Fuchsian
function of index > 1, with or without poles, can be expressed as a
series of Poincare's form.

Also the product of a theta-Fuchsian and a Fuchsian function, or of
two theta-Fuchsian functions, is a theta-Fuchsian function. Thus,
any Fuchsian function or theta-Fuchsian function of index 1 can
be expressed as the quotient of two theta-Fuchsian series.

[I am indebted to the referees for pointing out some flaws in this
article as originally written. The effect of their suggestions has been
a considerable increase in its length.]




